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Some Results of Stationary Axisymmetric E-M Equations

1. Shahabuddin *

Abstract : Tile purpose ofthis paper is to derive a number ofresults ill connection with the
asisvnunetric sourceless stationarv Einstein-Maxwelt equations. AIIIOlIg the known
rotating solutions ofthe VOCUIIIIIEinstein equations are the Lewis (1932/ and Papapetrou
(/947/ solutions. each class depending 017 a single harmonic function. Boner (/973;-'
101ll/(1 a class of' exact solutions of' the E-M equations that are analogous /() the
Papapetrou solutions. 117this conununication, wefind a class ofexact rotating solutions of'
the \'OClIIIIIIE-M equations depending 011 a harmonicfunction and corresponding to the
Lewis solutions. Like the latter these new solutions have singularities extending to infinitv
along the axis of svnunetrv and hence Call1701 represent realistic sources, hut call
represent the exteriorfield ofinfinite axiallv symmetric rotating electromagnetic sources,
The lIew solutions are derived from the Lewis solutions by the application ofa method due
10 Erns/( 1968/.

1. Introduction and the Field Equations:
The field equations of the Einstein-Maxwell theory, in units in which the
gravitational constant and the velocity of light are equal to unity, are as follows:

R --8 E -2FaF -~ T F Fall (1.1)
.Jill - Jl. 1/1) - J1 ua 2 1:/,,/1' ufJ

( 1.2)

where E is the electromagnetic energy-momentum tensor and JP the four
pv

current which is zero in the exterior field, The sign convention for R is the
II/}

same as in Bonnor (1973) and Islam (1976 a.b). The electromagnetic field tensor
F is given in terms of a four vector potential A as follows:

)1/1 /1

cA" _ 8A,
ext! c.r,lI

( 1.3)

in which case the first of( 1,2) is satisfied identically,

The axisymmetric stationary metric for the present case
form

? ( )? _I 0 0 fJ (? ? )ds' = .f dt - wd O - -.f p-dfJ- - e dp: + dz :

where f, IV and j3 are functions of p and z ,

is put 111 the following

(1.4)
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Following Bomor (J 973) and Islam (1985), and writing (.r (), .v' . X 2 • X 3 ) = (I, p, z , e) the vector

potential (Ao, A I ' A" ' A 3) in terrs of scalar fields cD and \.f' and the meric functionsI and VI'

are as follows:

cA. ,
A" = '!l,A, = A1 = O. ~ = \I'<D" + pf l.p,

cp

8A, '_1
_J = wcD_ - pj \.f'
8z - p

where <I) = D<I) etc. and the field equations are
I' ~op

vi-, 'U;: +() = 2(c])~,+(D' +'I',~+ 'I',')-p-'I3(\I/', + \I';)
V'\I'- 2p-'\I'e = -2r'U;,\I'" + /11',) +4pr'('I',<D/, - 'I'/D,}

V2cD = I-I 'J; cD I' +I.cD: ) - p-If(wp \f', - w, \.f' p)
V 2 \.fJ = f' -I (f' \.f' + fllJ _ ) - -I j'(w cD _ - w. cD )

, 'I' P J' _ P I' - - p

where v' = 0', + ~:, + p-' a and for jJ the field equations are
c"P' ('~. ?~

fJ =-( 't +~nr-'((: - r')+2n{' ,(C])' -CD' +'1'.'-'I")
J' . . I' 2 r:7 . J' . - r./ - J' - J'

( 1.5)

( 1.6a)

(l.6b)

( 1,6c)

( 1.6d)

(1.7a)

+ ~ n ' (' (\I" - \I" )1 f'. - I'

fJ- = - [-I [. + nr-2 I, [. - 4 n{' I(cD cD_ + \.f' \.f'_)- p-'j"II' 11'__ . . _ r(1 . I" _ ~ f1 _ P _ /1 _

the consistency of which is assured by (1.6a-1.6b).

(1.7b)

To reduce these equations in Ernst form, a potential u was considered, the
integrability of whose existence is given by Islam (1985)

( 1.8)

Eliminating w by u the equations (l.6a-l.6d) are transformed to the following
equations:

(l.9a)

(I. 9b)
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.fV 2 qJ= t,», +rqJ: - 2¢(1f,~+ If;) + 21f(¢"If I' + ¢:If J
-(u ,If, +1I-1f-)

I I --

.f'V'/f/ = L«, +(/f/= + 2¢(¢I'/f/" + ¢='1'=)- 2/f/(qJ,~ + qJ;)

+ (1I"qJ,. +1I=qJJ

where (l.9b) has been obtained by eliminating VI' from (1.6b) and using

Then defining the complex functions E and F as follows
E = I -cj)' - 't' 1 + iu. F = cl:J + i't'
equations (I. 9a-d) are combined in the following complex equations.
(Re E + IFI'P' E = E,~+ E~ + 2F· (E,.F,. + E, F,)

(ReE+iFi2h2F=E F +LF+2F*(F2+F2)JV I) J' _ _ p_

which are the Ernst's forme 1968) of E-M equations, where a star "*,,
denotes complex conjugation.

Following Islam (1985)6 the complex functions E and F can be
transformed by the Gauge transformations
£,=E-ICI' -2C*F+iC'

F'=F+C
where C and C' are respectively a complex and a real constant.

(I. 9c)

( 1.9d)

( 1.9c,d)

( I. 10)

(1.IIb)

( 1.12)

If E is an analytic function of F, then this function can be considered linear and
under the boundary conditions E -t I and F ~ 0 at infinity, it can be
taken as
E = 1- 2Q IF

where Q = q + iq' , is a complex constant .

Three cases arise according as iQi<I,=I,or > I

Case (1):iQi < L~ is defined by
a= -I 1

E = -~- a = (I - 00 -):
a~ + I' --

The equations (1.11 a, b) reduce to the single equation
(~S*-I)\7'~ = 2.;*k~ +()

3
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This is thc pure Einstein equation, that is, equations (I. 9 a.b) with cD = 'I-' = 0 can

be reduced to the form (1.15) where C; is given in terms of f and the potential

u by the following (Ernst 1968)

(I+/+iu)
,; = (I f' .)

-. -ILl

Thus any solution of the stationary axisymmetric Einstein equations gives a
corresponding solution of the E M equations through the above procedure. We do
not consider casell & case III.

2. Derivation of the new solution
The Lewis solutions are given as follows (1932)

( 'I b b -'I)
f'- (2 'I b" -'/)- f' ,-_a'-.,la-=-"_e_+.....,..c.1~2_e---'-- P a

l
e - Ie = ,HI =-

. . alle'l - bl"e-'I

where a.b, - ab, = I

and a"a",b,and b2 are constants and '7 is a harmonic function satisfying

'7,'1' + n; + P-"7p = 0
The potential u is given as follows:

u . = 2a,b,P'71' == u~, lip = -2a,b,P'7e == II;,
An alternative form of u' is

, , '2!
II = PIl" ' '7: = al JI'7
so that '7' is also harmonic.

Thus,; given by e= I+f'+ill' '" O'(S01)
., 1- I' -ill' ., .

satisfies (1.15) and E given by (1.14) and the following equation
"' I£=a<o - =X+iY

a';' + I
constitute a solution of the E-M equations.
The functions f, w, cD and Y-' can be obtained explicitly as follows:

X = a' -IXI +f")+2(a' + Ilf' + (a' -I ,"
l(a + I)+(a -I)/,l' +(a -1)'1I"

y = 4au'
[{(a + 1)+(a -I)ff + (a -I)" II'"]

where u' is given by (2.03) and J by (2.0 I) and (2.03)

i.e. r = p(o"e,:f" -h"e'::'''')
With the use of( 1.14) and (2.06), we solve for <D and If' as follows:

(I) =.!.. {q(1 - x)+ if'}':. 'f' =.!.. :,,'(1 - x)- if)')
2 2

4

( 1.16)

(2.0 I)

(2.02)

(2.03)

(2.04)

(2.05)

(2.06a)

(2.06b)

(2.06c)

(2.07)
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Relation (1.14) also impl ies

f = ±(ct' + q"}[(1 - .v )' + r' l+ X (2.08)

The function II' is given by one of the following equations:

",. = pi' ,[-~((t' +q"XIX -xr + l~)+ y,] (2.09a)

II', = ,'I"'[-'-(({' + ({" XyX - x)' + y )_ )' ] (2.09b)
• 1-:'1 2 I' I' J' I'

where f is given by (2.08).
After substitution for X and}' from (2.06a, b) we can reduce the functions f
and w to the following form .in which the dependence of these functions on p

and the harmonic function 17' is apparent.

/= 4a'pH (2.10a)
. l{(a + 1)+(a -1)pHf + (a -If pl'l~' 1
4a'\I'" = {(a + I)' Wl -(a -I)' pl + (a -I)' p? Wl'7~'jry;" (2.10b)

+ 2(a -I)' p'I-r'G'7;,'7:,
4a'"" = {(a + I)'H-' - (a -I)' p' + (a -I)' pl H-'<,l jry;, (2.10c)

- 2(a -I)' P'7;, (I+ pH -'GI7;,,)
where H = a 2e":' 2a,h, - b2 e -'I; 211,h,

I I

G=H::}',: '"'h'+H~:}-"; '",h, (2.10d)

i.e. f' = pH and G is the derivative of H with respect to '7;' In Appendix A we
verify the consistency of (2.10 b,c). The solution thus depend on a harmonic
function and five arbitrary constants, three of ai' b., a 2 ,b2 and q, q'.

Physical Interpretation
We give a few arguments to show that the new metric has similar singularity
properties to the Lewis metric, namely, that it has singularities along the axis of
symmetry extending to infinity, and hence cannot represent the exterior fieldof a
bounded source. A realistic bounded rotating source produces a field that has the
following form at infinity
(see, e.g. Islam 1985, p.31 (

F=I+~+i\ r.> w=a',:l +/\ /\,,.' =p'+z' (2.11)
r r"

where the dots represent terms that vanish at infinity faster than those preceding
the dots, and I/I',a' are constants related to the mass and angular momentum
respectively of the source. For the Lewis solution (2.0 I) the condition that w
tends to zero at infinity means, quite independent of the manner it tends to zero,

that '7 tends to a constant '70 given by

5
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(2.12)

This implies that I behaves like a constant times p at infinity which is
inadmissible for realistic sources. Also, in the neighborhood of the axis of
symmetry, the coefficients oid O", given by ji\"-I Ip", does not behave

like p" as '1--) 17" . but like (1. implying that there is a singularity on the axis of

symmetry, One could replace 1/ by 11 log p + '7 where n is a constant, since log p IS

also harmonic, but the situation remains essentially the same.

Similar considerations can be applied to the new metric given by (2.07) and w
tending to zero at infinity but does not necessarily imply the latter. Then the
function E (see 2.10d) also remains finite. Eqll (2.10 a) then implies that at
infinity in the neighborhood of p = 0, the function / behaves like pH, which
violates the behavior (2.10d). It does not seem possible to find a harmonic
function 17' which will avoid these unphysical properties of the metric along
p = 0, which suggests that there is a singularity along this axis. Again the

situation is not improved by adding a constant multiple of logp to 17' or '7: .
-0

A rigorous discussion of the behavior of the metric involves the computation of
the curvature invariants, one of which is F F!"> However, since in this invariant

11"

the functions p and woccur explicitly, its behavior is not immediately clear as
these functions are given in terms of integral , e.g., w is proportional to the
integral with respect to p and z of the right hand sides of (2.10 b,c)
respectively.

The new solutions could represent the exterior electromagnetic and gravitational
field of charged sources extending to infinity along the axis of symmetry. As
mentioned earlier, a class of exact interior solutions representing such sources has
been found by Islam (1977t

Appendix A
We verify the consistency of (2.10 b,c) i.e., we show that the derivative with
respect to z of the right hand side of (2.1 0 b) equals the derivative with respect
to p of the right hand side of (2.1 Oc). This condition is as follows:

[
~2(a+t)'H 1H,+(a-t)'p2(2H-2Q>7;"-2H-3H,,l:,2)h;,,] (A.I)

+2(a-l)'p2(-H 'CH,17;/( +H-'C,ll;,";,)

6
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where Hand G arc defined by (2.1 Od), and where a number of terms have
already been cancelled, including all terms involving third derivatives of, by
virtue of being harmonic. For the remaining terms use the following identities
which follow from the definition of Hand G.

(A.2)

Consider first terms with a factor. With the use of (A.2) these terms can be shown
to vanish. Next consider terms with factor. This factor cancels with a factor that
emerges by virtue of the last relation in (A.2). The remaining terms can easily be
shown to cancel each other.

Consider a system of coupled partial differential equations involving derivatives
no higher than the second, in which the second derivatives occur only in the
Laplacian operator. If one is seeking solutions of these equations, either
approximate or exact, it is often fruitful to try solutions in terms of harmonic
functions. In this connection, for the axismmetric case, it is useful to have two
expression I and J involving the derivatives of one or more harmonic functions
and the variable p (in usual cylinder polar coordinates) such that

II' =J: (A.3)
A possible guess for one of the unknown is the following
w' = J l-\.' = J (AA)r ' z

The consistency of which is guaranteed by (A.3). Such examples occur in (Islam,
1985, p-72). In the following i and J are used in Islam (1976a).
J=-p(U,Y:+UYI'~ J=p(UY,-UI'V',) (A.5)

where U and V are harmonic functions. The examples (A.5) with U = V occurs
in the static axisymmetric Weyl( 1917) solutions of the pure Einstein equations
and also in the electrostatic Weyl solutions (see also [slam 19765a, b 1978). In
this examples the variable occurs in I and c/ as overall factor. It is non-trivial
to determine functions I and J for which this is not the case. In eqs. (2.1 Od) we
have such an example, which has arisen naturally when Ernst's method has been
applied to the Lewis solution. This example may lead to other similar ones, which

7
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may prove useful in other contexts where one is looking for solutions in terms of
harmonic functions.
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